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Intech Automation is a Honeywell Factory Authorized installer
and a Building Controls Specialist serving the Northern
California Area. Our Tridium N4 Certified Technicians can
address all your building control system needs. We support
the Honeywell Niagara WEBS Controls platform in both LON
and BACnet Communications. We can integrate with older
Legacy Systems as well as supply new state of the art systems
to suit your needs. These types of systems can scale down to
individual buildings and up to larger enterprise portfolios.

Intech Automation is a Siemens Solution Partner. Siemens vast
product offerings make the Desigo Building Automation
Platform optimal for providing the right hardware and
software for every level in large, medium, and small buildings.
Siemens solutions can address connected devices, room
automation, HVAC automation, building automation system
software, and cloud solutions.

At Intech Automation we offer custom graphic packages so the
visibility into your system is an interactive experience and can
give you all the information you need at a glance. We also
offer Building and Equipment Analytics packages so that you
can determine the health of your building by using predictive
maintenance measures. We can provide tenant building
packages that generate monthly usage invoices saving you
time and money.

Intech Automation is a Johnson Controls Authorized Building
Specialist. This platform is designed for the larger building
portfolios and can be implemented by our factory certified
technicians. Whether it is for new installation, maintenance, or
retro-commissioning we have the control expertise to service
your particular needs.
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Intech Automation has many controls options to fit your
needs. Many times, the cost of controlling a building can seem
to be an expensive proposition but at Intech Automation we
can find solutions that can scale down and be cost effective for
your particular situation. Pelican Wireless is a small building
solution that gives you some of the same control and visibility
to your HAVC with out the high costs of full-scale Building
Management Systems.

At Intech Automation we offer a Niagara Cloud Server that
interfaces with Pelican Controls to allow for site wide custom
graphic packages so the visibility into your system is an
interactive experience and can give you all the information you
need at a glance. We also offer Building and Equipment
Analytics packages so that you can determine the health of
your building by using predictive maintenance measures. Our
new AQI integration can control your economizers on days
with unhealthy conditions or local air quality emergencies. Pelican Site Main Graphic Page

Pelican Site Graphic Floor Plans Pelican Equipment Graphics

Continuous Trending and Long-Term Storage Capacity

Intech Cloud Server
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